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Step Two: 

Collect 

(Information)

Talk to People

Find Out Who Lives with the 

Problem

Survey

Analyze



You Need Information in Order to Know

 Where to focus your efforts

 Who is in need of help

 Understanding root causes

 Help you design your change strategy

 Have something to compare to so you can know if your efforts are helping



Two Types of 

Assessment

When you are asking what does the community need, 

then you are doing a Community Assessment, used to 
create a Community Risk Profile.  Use when assessing 

overall risks and setting priorities for action

When you are asking how can we solve a particular 
problem, then you are doing a Program Assessment Use 

when you are developing a project and need to have 

information about the nature of the problem you are 

focusing on, such as:

Root causes

Risks

Resources

Stakeholders



Community Project Design

 Identify a question or problem –

Ask who is impacted by the problem

Are they willing and available to work on it?

What are the roots of the problem?

What makes the root problem hard to solve?



Talk to the People with the Problem

Who should the problem help?

 If possible, get these people to help design the 

intervention.

Brainstorm ideas.  If you tried something and it 

did not work, figure out why.

Try small tests before you do a large program

Example, trauma care after 9/11



What is a “Root Problem”?

 The underlying problem that is the most basic cause we 

can find.  Fixing a surface problem and not its root 

usually means limited success

 Living in a flood zone is a problem, but needing to live near the coastal flood 

zone for economic reasons is a root cause

 Failure to obey disaster warnings is a problem, failure to adapt warnings to the 

language and culture of the community is a root problem

 Failure to save is a problem preventing people from moving to more secure 

areas, distrust of institutions, food insecurity, and lack of livelihoods are root 

problems

 Examples of root problems in Nepal?

 Poverty, corruption, injustice, discrimination, oppression are all types of root 

problems.



Root Causes – Asking Why

Symptom

Apparent 
Cause

Root 
Cause

Car Ran 
out of Gas

No money 
for gas

Lost money 
gambling



What is a stakeholder?

Someone with an interest or concern in your project

 - Government

 - NGOs

 - Other service providers

Why is a stakeholder important?

What should you do with a stakeholder?



Risks Assessment – Anticipate What 

Could go Wrong

What could go wrong?

What would happen if it did go wrong?

What can we do to minimize or manage the 

problem if it did go wrong?



Unintended Consequences

Most projects have unintended consequences

Example – Women’s rights in Uganda

Need to consider that the program will not work, 

or even make things worse 

Monitoring is the way we stay informed about 

the project



Assessing Community Needs

 What is a community need?

 The gap between what is and what should be.

 A persistent problem causing harm or preventing progress.

 A desire to improve

 Three perspectives:

 Perceived needs - defined by what people think they need

 Expressed needs - defined by the number of people who have 
sought help, e.g. people asking for food or for medical care.

 Relative needs - Focus on evidence of injustice and inequity as 
seen in differences in population, i.e. social pathology.



Create a Community Assessment Plan
 Decide the goal for the assessment.  

 Example –Develop a project to improve distribution of goods after a 
disaster

 Example –Improve the availability and effectiveness of post-disaster 
trauma care

 Improve evacuation before disaster

 Ask who will you assess?  Who has deep knowledge about the problem?

 Decide how will you collect information?

 Community Forum

 Focus group

 Survey

 Observation

 Public Forum

 Nepal Disaster Risk Profile

 What will you do with the information?

http://www.inform-index.org/Countries/Country-profiles/iso3/NPL


7 Steps in Community Disaster Risk Profile 

(United Nations)

 Assess current state –Risks, gaps, lessons.  Avoid duplication, learn from 
others

 Hazard Risk –What are the most likely hazards

 Exposure –Who is most exposed to these risks?

 Vulnerability –What makes some people more vulnerable (less able to 
withstand an impact)?

 Loss Assessment –What are the potential losses (livelihood, lives, resources, 
services, etc.)?

 Develop a risk profile –Who is most exposed and vulnerable to what losses?  
What are the opportunities to help them?

 Develop an Action Plan



Sample Assessment Questions

 What are the chief concerns in this community?

 What are some of the strengths of the community in dealing with this 

concern?

 What is most important to you about your community?

 What threats to the community most concern you?

 Why has this problem been difficult to solve?

 What do you think needs to be done?

 What have you seen other communities do about this problem that you 

think might help?



Community Risk Profile
Most Likely Hazard Disaster Risk

1. Who is exposed?

2. Who is most vulnerable?

3. What are the likely losses?

4. Who is working on this?

5. What resources are available?

6. What makes this a challenge?

7. What are other communities doing 

about this?

8. Who are the stakeholders?



Who Should You Ask?

 Those experiencing needs that should be addressed. 

 Health and human service providers. 

Government officials. 

 Influential people. 

 People whose jobs or lives could be affected by the 

eventual actions taken as a result of the assessment. 

Community activists. 

 Businesses

Churches



Asking Important Questions: Examples

Are there people who are not being reached by 
relief services, and if so, why?

Who suffers the most in a disaster, why, and what 
can be done about it?

Do some communities seem to recover faster after 
a disaster, and what can we learn from them? 
(Remember to consider what goes right so you can 
learn from it)

Are some resources or services going unused 
(waste) and why?

Be Curious!



Data

Evidence (best available research) generally leads to 

better decisions, but where do you find evidence?

Existing data –Government, schools, UN, WHO, World 

Bank

Surveys

Observation –Go and watch what is happening

Interviews and focus groups –Get a group together 

for a conversation

Asset mapping –Technical way to get very 

informative data

Think critically about any evidence



Asking Questions

Make a list of questions you want answered

Make them clear and simple

Only ask what you need to know, quality of data goes 

down when the task is too long

Objective vs Subjective questions

Objective:  When was the last time you saw a 

physician?

Subjective: Do you feel healthy?

 Test the questions with a small group

 Keep the output (report) in mind; What do you need to 

produce from the questions?  Will you be able to do it?



Program Assessment

Who are the people you are focusing on for this 

program?  What do they think about your program?  Do 

they have other ideas about a solution?

Who are the stakeholders and are they on the team or at 

least informed?  Do they support your program?

What skills and resources do you need to carry out the 

project?

What data do you need so you will know if this is working?

What are your learning questions?

Do you have a community partner, i.e. another 

community that wants to learn from what you do?



Important Questions
Why have prior projects on this problem not worked?

Why does this problem seem to hurt one group more than 
another?

Why have changes to this problem worked only for a short 
time?

Why has no one ever tried to solve this problem before?

Who else is working on the problem?

What other questions can you think of?



Sample Questions for Team Discussion

 Have you identified other projects, past, present or planned, that 

can provide ideas about resources, strategies, and assets that your 

team can use?

 Have you identified past projects addressing this same problem that 

either worked or did not work and what you might learn from them?

 Have the people who live with the problem you are targeting been 

asked about how they see the problem and what they think is 

needed?

 Have you explored the underlying (root) causes of the problem 

(including social, political, financial causes, etc.)?

 Have you identified activities you can engage in to better 
understand the problem?



Exercise: Consider What You Know Already 

and What You Need to Know

 Your exercise is to design an assessment for your project.  

 Ask what you know already, and what you need to know

 An assessment starts with clear questions –What questions do you 

need to ask about your community risks?

 What assumptions (things you think are true but have no evidence) 

are you making about DRR, and how can you verify them?

 Draft a plan for how you will get information to answer your 

questions



Team Questions for Strategy Design

 Do you have a clear idea of what you want to change 

in your community to improve DRR?

 Does your plan include a statement about what you 

hope to learn as well as what you hope to accomplish?

 Have you defined a set of steps and assigned 

responsibility?

 Does your plan include a way to gather data or 

information about the project so that you have 

evidence on what worked and why or why not?



Putting it Together into an Assessment

 Problem Description

 Target Population

 Problem Owner Perspective

 Root or underlying causes

 History (what has been tried before)

 Risks

 Stakeholders

 Resources

 Desired Outcome



Information Resources

 Nepal Disaster Risk Reduction Portal (government) 

http://drrportal.gov.np/

 Nepal Disaster Risk Reduction Center 

http://ndrcnepal.org/

 Nepal National DRR Strategy 

http://www.preventionweb.net/english/professional/poli

cies/v.php?id=30088

http://drrportal.gov.np/
http://ndrcnepal.org/
http://www.preventionweb.net/english/professional/policies/v.php?id=30088

